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1. INTRODUCTION

Muhammadiyah Universities (PTM) have the same identity in terms of curriculum, where all universities make Al-Islam and Kemuhammediyahan or AIK as an institution curriculum because the existence of AIK is the forerunner to the existence of Muhammadiyah Universities [1], so PTM exists because there is AIK [2]. AIK exists because of the existence of Muhammadiyah as the struggle of KH Ahmad Dahlan. Thus the objective of AIK as a state of mind is to be a true Muslim, to be a good Muslim (progressive and philanthropic), a religious mover in the community and a leader [3].

While Arabic for Muhammadiyah Universities has not become a Muhammadiyah Universities curriculum like AIK. However, a number of Muhammadiyah Universities have made it into an institutional curriculum, this needs to be appreciated because of the importance of language skills for students [4]. Language skills have become a demand in the era of globalization which is full of competition [5, 6].

In line with the urgency of language skills, Muhammadiyah Universities are demanded to be able to strengthen Al-Islam and Kemuhammediyahan through innovations in learning that are related to Al-Islam and Kemuhammediyahan. Among the many subjects that are closely related to Al-Islam and
Kuemahmadiyahan, the Arabic language is chosen, because the foundation of Islamic teachings uses Arabic.

The relationship between Arabic and Islamic teaching sources as explained above shows that quality Arabic language learning can strengthen and improve the quality of Al-Islam and Kemuhmadiyahan learning. However, this study highlighted Arabic language learning at various faculties at Muhammadiyah University of West Sumatra which were not qualified [4]. The statement that arises from reality becomes a question because how is it possible for certain subjects that are lacking in quality to contribute or strengthen other subjects.

Poor quality Arabic language learning does not only occur at Muhammadiyah Universities, but even the same conditions also occur in various Islamic education institutions [7] and Islamic universities (PTKAI) [8] which mostly use Arabic literature study sources. Apart from the same conditions between PTMA and PTKAI in terms of Arabic language learning, then to strengthen Al-Islam at PTMA can be performed through innovation and reconstruction of Arabic language learning.

Reconstruction of learning means finding the right Arabic language learning construct to strengthen Al-Islam and Kemuhmadiyahan. The construction that will be found includes objectives, learning material, learning implementation and evaluation. Finding objectives of Arabic language learning is the most important thing to do because the clarity of objectives will affect other aspects of learning. Objectives of Arabic language learning as the opinions of experts are inseparable from linguistic competence (al-kifayah al-lughawiyyah), communicative competence (al-kifayah al-ittishaliyyah) and cultural competence (al-kifayah al-tsqaqfiyyah) [9]. Linguistic competence (al-kifayah al-lughawiyyah) includes four language skills namely the hearing skills (maharah al-istima), speaking skills (al-maharah al-kalam), reading skills (al-maharah al-qiro'ah) and writing skills (al-maharah al-kitabah) [10]. The communicative and cultural competence is marked by the skills of students to interact with native speakers (Arabs), or at least, interact with Arabic-language works that are certainly in accordance with Arabic culture, in addition to a universal culture that does not conflict with the principles of teaching Islam.

The three objectives above are certainly not possible to apply to Arabic language learning which is only one course from dozens of other courses. Therefore, an in-depth analysis of the Arabic language learning objectives to be achieved needs to be established. In determining the objectives of Arabic language learning, at least take into consideration the culture of the target language, the needs of the Indonesian people for Arabic, pay attention to the psychology of students related to their interests, motivations, and needs for Arabic, as well as the skills and level of mastery of Arabic, the relationship between Indonesian and Arabic including similarities and differences between the two languages.

The second aspect whose construction needs to be found in Arabic language learning at PTMA is learning material. The unclear objective of Arabic language learning as implemented at PTMA affects the learning material that is presented, where the lecturer does not have a clear foundation in choosing learning resources and the content of the material as outlined in the semester learning plan (RPS).

The construction aspects of the implementation of Arabic language learning in this study are related to the time, methods, techniques, and media that should be used by lecturers in learning, some of these aspects can make learning run effectively because it is related to the learning atmosphere. Furthermore, related to evaluation, the evaluation system in Arabic language learning at PTMA also does not yet have a clarity about the language skills to be measured [11], therefore an evaluation construction that can be applied at PTMA is needed.

Significance of this study is recent data showed that the number of Muhammadiyah Universities in Indonesia was 174, where Al-Islam and Kemuhmadiyahan (AIK) course in all PTMA are institutional spirits so that all elements in the institution are expected to strengthen AIK. Arabic language as part of the institutional curriculum is seen as one of the important aspects in strengthening the AIK, so to realize it requires a complex study on the form of learning construction. The results of this study can be a reference for 174 PTMA and a foundation for Muhammadiyah Headquarter in positioning Arabic language to strengthen AIK in the universities managed.

In accordance with the problems expressed above, this study has several objectives namely: 1) Finding objectives of Arabic language learning construction in strengthening AIK at PTMA; 2) Finding Arabic language learning material in strengthening AIK at PTMA; 3) Finding the construction of Arabic language learning implementation in strengthening AIK at PTMA; 4) Finding the construction of Arabic language learning evaluation system in strengthening AIK at PTMA. Nationally, the research has been beneficial to the head of Muhammadiyah’s central leadership in setting the policy for all PTMA, while internationally the results of this research can serve as a cornerstone in making the formulation of Arabic language learning material that is not fixed in grammaticium problems.
2. RESEARCH METHOD

This study used a qualitative approach because study data are related to reality which can be described through words and sentences. This study used critical realism approach, which is a study approach to make a criticism of reality based on scientific theories by considering epistemology and ontology.

The sources of this study were Arabic language lecturers, students, phenomena, and literature related to the focus of the study; therefore, the number of research informant are 14 coupled with four researchers. Data were collected by using observation, interview, and documentation study as well as focus group discussions. The stages undertaken in this study can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Reality critique concept [12]](image.png)

Data analysis technique used critical realism related to Arabic language learning on objectives, material, implementation, and evaluation based on scientific theory which was then linked to Al-Islam and Kemuhummadiyahan at PTMA. A scientific theory is used as a basis for critics as a strategy to determine the objectives of language learning, the foundation relating to the preparation and selection of language learning materials, theories related to the learning implementation, and theories related to learning evaluation systems.

To examine the data validity, this study used triangulation of sources, times, and techniques. The intention is that the research data obtained from certain informant is verified to other informant, the data obtained at a certain time is controlled during the time of the research, while the intended by the triangulation technique is researchers examine the data obtained from interviews with observations, documentation, focus group discussion (FGD) and vice versa, researchers make a statement when it has been versed through the data collection techniques used.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the study through observation, interviews, documentation and focus group discussions show that the reality of Arabic language learning at PTMA can be seen in Table 1. Table 1 presents that the reality of Arabic language learning at PTMA requires a new construct, moreover associated with the strengthening of Al-Islam and Kemuhummadiyahan.
Table 1. Reality of Arabic language learning at PTMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Interview</th>
<th>Result Documentation study</th>
<th>FGD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic language learning objectives</td>
<td>There is no uniformity of objectives agreed and carried out.</td>
<td>PTMA leaders provide lecturers to determine Arabic language learning objectives.</td>
<td>There are no documents related to the determination of Arabic language learning objectives at PTMA.</td>
<td>Arabic language learning objectives need to be determined by the Council of Higher Education, Research and Development of Muhammadiyah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic language learning material</td>
<td>Arabic language learning is not connected to AIK.</td>
<td>- Each Arabic lecturer has a different view.</td>
<td>Each lecturer has a different learning tools.</td>
<td>Arabic language learning integrated with other courses in strengthening AIK is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning implementation</td>
<td>In general, Arabic language lecturers use two learning resources at various faculties, namely al-'arabiyyah bayna yadayk and al-'arabiyyah limnaytin.</td>
<td>- Students find it difficult to use learning resources.</td>
<td>The material in both sources is chosen by the lecturer according to what is considered important.</td>
<td>- The themes in AIK can be used as a reference in compiling Arabic language material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic language learning evaluation</td>
<td>Lecturers only use formal lecture time.</td>
<td>- There is no Arabic language unit at AIK institution.</td>
<td>- Learning tools and syllabus cannot be used as references in learning implementation.</td>
<td>- The topics in AIK are chosen according to Arabic language credit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The evaluation system is only carried out during the mid-exam and final exam.</td>
<td>- The lecturer compiles the questions.</td>
<td>- The method and media used are not relevant.</td>
<td>- The existence of Arabic units at AIK institutions is needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Arabic language learning objectives in strengthening AIK at PTMA

In various opinions, the most important function of Arabic language is as a means of communication between Arabic society, as well as for other parties who wish to communicate with them [13]. Therefore, the main objective of Arabic language learning in an educational institution such as at PTMA so that students when completing the learning program is not only mastering Arabic grammar but have the skills to use Arabic language as a means of communication with the Arabs, at a minimum, communicating with Arabic language literary works.

Skills include listening (al-istima‘), speaking (al-kalam), reading (al-qira‘ah), and writing (al-kitabah) [14] are expected to be possessed by students or there is an emphasis on one skill according to the study time available and in accordance with the needs of students. To achieve the objective or graduate competence standard (SKL), a textbook is prepared by the lecturer team or by other parties.

The results of the study showed that the achievement of Arabic language students who studied Arabic language was not as expected, this reality showed Arabic language learning had not been implemented effectively. This unsatisfactory result is caused by many factors involved in learning, ranging from objectives (al-ahdah), learning material (al-muhtaww), learning methods and techniques (al-tharuq wa asalib al-tadriss) and evaluation (at-taqvim). Likewise on the human factor, namely student factors and educator factors (almuadarris wa al-thullab). This problem seems to be in line with various Arabic language learning problems as stated by El-Omari [15].

In dealing with these problems, most higher education based on studies or observations considers textbooks as the root of the problem. It can be seen that many of the higher education 'turn' to find a 'breakthrough' or 'short cut' [16]. The effort was carried out by 'replacing textbooks' which had been used with other textbooks whose compatibility was not yet known to improve the effectiveness of learning because it was chosen not through careful study or evaluation. The stage carried out in finding the solution is certainly not right, it should start from a review of the learning objective (al-ahdah), because in learning as a system, the objective is the basis for the selection of learning material (al-muhtaww) and even becomes the basis also for the selection of learning method.
(al-thurāq) which functions as a way to teach material. Evaluation is also (al-taqwīm) based on objectives and at the same time as a stage to find out the objectives achieved. Therefore, the discussion of textbooks means discussing the learning system which is also a sub-system of the curriculum or syllabus, which includes a discussion of learning objectives, learning materials, learning methods, and evaluation.

Related to the strengthening of Al-Islam and Kemuhammadiyah at PTMA, Arabic language learning objectives can be directed to increase the skills of students in knowing the vocabulary, conversations, and verses of the Qur'an relating to Al-Islam and Kemuhammadiyah. This is intended so that students are presented with Arabic language material and understand AIK. This rationale is inseparable from the relevance of Islamic teachings using sources from Arabic language [17], a Muslim will find it difficult to understand the teachings of religion without having the skills of Arabic language as a tool to understand it [18, 19].

Learning objectives must be determined by considering the needs of the community who will learn [20, 21], this is in accordance with the conditions of students at PTMA who need Al-Islam and Kemuhammadiyah learning. Determination of learning objectives must be based on consideration of student psychology [21], student motivation [22], habits in the real world experienced by students [23]. Some of these criteria seem appropriate to be used as a basis for determining the Arabic language learning objective to strengthen Al-Islam and Kemuhammadiyah at PTMA. Psychologically, students have a close relationship with Arabic language in various life activities, such as reading the Qur'an before starting lectures, but this habit will not have much effect on the knowledge of Islamic studies if it is not well-programmed in the form of curriculum.

The next criterion is student motivation, based on the results of interviews with students, student motivation to learn Arabic language is religious motivation, because students feel Islam is inseparable from Arabic language, this is not true because any religion in the world is not affiliated with the language, and there is no religion that prohibits its adherents to learn certain languages. On the other hand, the views of students can be accepted, because the Qur'an and the Hadith as sources of Islamic teachings are in Arabic language, Islamic teachings books in various fields are also written with Arabic languages, such as theology, Islamic law, fiqh, interpretation and so on.

There is also a desire to learn Arabic language due to the desire to exist in Muhammadiyah. Among the councils in Muhammadiyah, there are tarjih and tajid council [11], this council requires human resources who have the skills in foreign languages such as Arabic language and English. Because tarjih and tajdid assembly are tasked to issue decisions on actual problems in society. Decisions can be found through a study of propositions that are relevant to current issues. Student motivation as explained above can be used as a basis in determining Arabic language learning objectives to strengthen the learning of Al-Islam and Kemuhammadiyah. In addition, the results of discussions with lecturers of Arabic language and AIK also obtained an agreement that led to the interconnection between Arabic language and Al-Islam and Kemuhammadiyah in PTMA like the existence of subjects in Muhammadiyah elementary schools, junior high schools, and senior high schools incorporated in ISMUBA curriculum (Islam, Kemuhammadiyah, and Arabic language). This agreement then demands the existence of Arabic language units at AIK institutions in every PTMA.

3.2. Arabic language learning material in strengthening AIK di PTMA

After knowing Arabic language learning objectives at PTMA as described above, the learning material is also adjusted to the values of Al-Islam and Kemuhammadiyah. PTMA through the Council of Higher Education, Research and Development of Muhammadiyah has established four AIK courses, namely AIK 1, AIK 2, AIK 3 and AIK 4, the value and content of each AIK is different from the guidelines issued by the Council of Higher Education, Research and Development of Muhammadiyah. The provisions of the Council of Higher Education, Research, and Development of Muhammadiyah are found in AIK implementation at PTMA, so Arabic language material only requires connectivity with AIK. The form of connectivity obtained from focus group discussions between Arabic language lecturers and AIK lecturers uses the AIK guide book [24] which can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. AIK topics that need to be loaded in Arabic learning materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>AIK learning material</th>
<th>Arabic language learning material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Islam as a way of life</td>
<td>الإسلام ومباحثته به</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Human nature in the Islamic view</td>
<td>الإنسان عند الإسلام</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Faith and influence in life</td>
<td>الإيمان والتأثير في الحياة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Monotheism and its urgency for Muslim life</td>
<td>التوحيد وأهميته في حياة المسلمين</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The concept of aqidah in Islam</td>
<td>منهج العقيدة عند الإسلام</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Shirk and its dangers for humans</td>
<td>الشرك والاضرار به</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Purpose of worship</td>
<td>الغاية و 목적이ها</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Morality</td>
<td>الاصلاق</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Muamalah</td>
<td>خصائص مهادنة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The History of Muhammadiyah</td>
<td>تأريخ محمدية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Personality of Muhammadiyah</td>
<td>صفات محمدية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Muhammadiyah as a social movement</td>
<td>محمدية وحركة الإنسانية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Muhammadiyah as an education movement</td>
<td>محمدية وحركة التربية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Science and technology in the Islamic view</td>
<td>التكنولوجيات والعلوم في الإسلام</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selection of themes above was based on the scope of material on AIK 1 to AIK 4 courses. While Arabic language at PTMA has only one course, it is unlikely that everything contained in the four AIK courses is covered in the Arabic language course which is only taught in one semester. The themes above are then harmonized with aspects needed in Arabic language learning as can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Interconnected scope of Arabic language material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Language elements</th>
<th>Scope of each topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>الإسلام ومباحثته به</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>الإنسان عند الإسلام</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>الإيمان والتأثير في الحياة</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>التوحيد وأهميته في حياة المسلمين</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>منهج العقيدة عند الإسلام</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>الشرك</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>الغاية و 목적이ها</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>الاصلاق</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>صفات محمدية</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>تأريخ محمدية</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>صفات محمدية وحركة الإنسانية</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>محمدية وحركة التربية</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>التكنولوجيات والعلوم في الإسلام</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structure</td>
<td>Vocabulary, conversation, reading material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 explains that there are 14 main themes of Arabic language learning that should be taught to strengthen Al-Islam and Kemuhammadiyah. Each of these themes must include elements of language namely phonetic, vocabulary, and grammar. Expected student skills include listening skills, speaking skills, and reading skills as shown in Table 3. According to the results of the FGD, writing skills do not need to be taught.

In accordance with the topics agreed upon above, the Arabic language lecturers at PTMA are required to be able to compile vocabulary, conversation material, and reading material in accordance with these themes, so as to produce textbooks according to needs. The preparation of textbooks is the task of educators, whether performed individually or in groups. To strengthen AIK through Arabic language learning at PTMA, the availability of textbooks is a must and as a reference for the scope of subject matter that needs to be mastered to achieve learning objectives. Systematic and neatly printed textbooks can function more permanently than just separate notes, so they can be studied completely outside face-to-face learning to remember forgotten material. In addition, a good textbook can help the teachers in preparing concrete schedules and learning programs, this statement is in accordance with the opinion of Dunlosky, et al. that confirms the existence of learning resources is important because of the limitations of cognitive memory in absorbing and storing learning materials that have been obtained [25].

However, most lecturers are faced with limitations, both time and wide opportunities, adequate facilities, or physical and methodological facilities, to compile a textbook. This condition causes the use of learning resources to be limited to books compiled by other parties, even though it is not necessarily in accordance with the needs and direction of learning development that is expected to strengthen AIK.

In fact, none of the books from other parties is fully in accordance with Arabic language learning objectives at PTMA even though the book was compiled by experts from native speakers [26]. Here, lecturers are required to study, evaluate and select the books before they are used in classroom learning. This
activity must be performed by paying attention to several things: 1) The five criteria for determining the language learning objectives as described; 2) Learning materials allow students to learn independently, not always depending on the teacher; 3) Learning material allows attention to individual differences (furq sad biodiversity) [11], so that it can provide material choices for students who are slow or fast in learning, and provide remedial for underperforming students.

### 3.3. Arabic language learning implementation in strengthening AJK at PTMA

As good as any learning objectives that have been designed and agreed upon then it will not be achieved without accompanied by the implementation of effective, efficient, and quality learning. Therefore, the form of implementation that can then be applied at PTMA based on a study in the FGD: first, the lecturer must have a course unit (SAP) [27, 28] which is prepared in accordance with predetermined Arabic language learning. Second, the use of appropriate learning methods [29] and media [30], in learning activities, lecturers are required to be able to use various teaching techniques and media, including textbooks that are appropriate to the situation and conditions of learning. Third, the creation of a conducive learning climate, each lecturer must be able to provide choices for students who have a slow understanding of Arabic language, because the homogeneity of the intellectual level of students at PTMA is very high, it is not uncommon for students who do not recognize Arabic alphabets well. To create a conducive learning atmosphere, it requires the willingness of lecturers to conduct remedial for underperforming students, in addition, lecturers must also be able to organize learning spaces effectively, attractively, comfortably, and safely for the potential development of all students.

Based on the above results, Arabic language learning implementation on PTMA should not be limited to structured learning activities in the classroom, but must also be supported by extracurricular activities to accelerate the improvement of Arabic language abilities that are below average. In accordance with the conditions that exist in the PTMA environment, it is not difficult to implement, especially Arabic language management unit has become part of the AJK at PTMA structure.

### 3.4. Arabic language learning evaluation in strengthening AJK at PTMA

Until now, Arabic language learning evaluation at PTMA was carried out at the end of the semester. For this reason, in an effort to strengthen the Arabic language at PTMA connectivity, evaluations cannot be performed only at the end of learning and at the end of the semester, but there must also be a pretest before students attend lectures, as befits the AJK pretest for prospective students who are enrolled in Muhammadiyah and Aisyiyah Universities.

Skills of students to be measured must also include listening skills, speaking skills and reading skills [31] which are in accordance with the objectives and the material that has been taught. In this case, the assessment instrument that must be prepared by the lecturer demands conformity with the object to be assessed. Until now, the form of Arabic language evaluation is only limited to written questions, so future evaluation requires instruments in the form of recordings to measure listening skills and reading material to measure reading skills in Arabic language.

The existence of tests in learning in addition to knowing the skills of students as well as feedback for educators on the teaching skills [32]. The evaluation has an important role in learning, this statement is based on expert opinions who stated that as a process, learning has three components namely learning objectives, learning implementation, and learning assessment [33], these three components have a close relationship with each other, both directly in a causal relationship, or indirectly in the form of feedback.

Therefore, the evaluation system in Arabic language learning needs to pay attention to the principles: first, integration which means an integral component in the teaching program besides learning objectives, learning material, and learning methods. Second, student involvement [34]; lecturers must be able to generate activities that help students to improve learning methods and outcomes. Evaluation must not be a concern and reduce student enthusiasm for learning. But on the contrary, evaluation must be able to improve student learning quality and outcomes because good evaluation activities can help lecturers improve teaching methods and help students improve learning methods. Third, the coherence which means the evaluation must be related to the teaching material that has been presented and in accordance with the skills to be measured. It is not justified to develop a learning outcome evaluation tool or evaluation of learning achievement that measures material that has not been presented in learning activities.

### 4. CONCLUSION

The strengthening of Al-Islam and Kemuhumadiyah can be performed through Arabic language learning. However, in reality, Arabic language learning so far requires new construction of four aspects: 1) Learning objectives are directed towards three language competencies; 2) Learning materials are aligned with
AIK learning; 3) Learning implementation is improved in quality and quantity; 4) Learning evaluation is not limited to cognitive measurements. This study has implications for the Arabic language learning system and Al-Islam and Kemuhumadiyyah which so far have not been connected, so through this study, the two courses have a clear relationship. This study also has implications for the use of learning resources, learning implementation, and evaluation systems. During this time, the learning resources used by PTMA lecturers are the work of Arabic language scientists so with the results of the study, lecturers are required to compile teaching materials in accordance with themes related to AIK.

Arabic language learning implementation also has an impact, because lecturers not only teach Arabic language during lecture hours, but lecturers must also be able to set aside time for extracurricular activities in the form of activities arranged by language units at AIK institutions. While the expected form of Arabic language learning evaluation from this study is a pretest Arabic language for every student who will enroll in PTMA. Future Researchers can conduct studies related to the development of learning constructs that are found or conduct experimental studies. With the development of Arabic language learning material construction as the results of this study, researchers will then find more appropriate Arabic language learning resources to strengthen AIK at PTMA. As for the researchers who will use the experimental approach, they will be able to see the effectiveness of the learning construction both in terms of the material, implementation, and evaluation systems.
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